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Sunday, September 8, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
It is a busy sporting weekend here in the North East - usually culminating in the Great North
Run this morning - but this year there is also the Tour of Britain cycle race, which will pass by
just outside my window between 2.40 & 3.40 tomorrow afternoon.
I sincerely hope that Sir Mo will win the Great North Run again this morning & the TV will be
on for the duration of the race, as usual.
Image 1: I decided that with the next dairy date being Halloween that I should make a grungy
paper collection to celebrate, so I will begin uploading this later today.
Image 2: The final oval decoupage from the British Birds collection of images; I really wasn’t
sure whether you would like them or not due to the subject matter but I think that, like
myself, these beautifully painted images won your hearts.
Image 3: The first of the templates for the coming week; this one was designed to hold three
eight hour burn tea light candles, because of the weight I used card stock for the box & then
simply covered that with decorative paper & added a highly adorned belly band.
Images 4 & 5: The fruit creations design this week is this vibrant cherry pairing with a card
kit/layered topper plus a bunch of smaller images that you can either use on the back of the
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card, the envelope or insert etc. or use to create another card in conjunction with the
matching background. Or you always could split the whole designer sheet down & make
multiple cards?
Image 6: I think I mentioned when I uploaded the set of five vintage floral papers recently
that there was another set, well this is it. There are six sheets in this particular set, using
some of these beautiful old flower images I have gathered up in my resource files
throughout the years.
Image 7: The first of the two final Christmas card kits in this latest series for you, this one
features an image of a couple of kids beside the Christmas tree, & I think the little boy may
well be opening a gift?
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Image 8: The second of the two boxes I designed together & promised to upload last week &
then forgot, sorry! The first had a heart cut out on all four sides of the lid, whereas this one
has a star. I guess you already figured out how much I am enjoying working up so many little
gift boxes for you, I just hope that you will find some of them useful!
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Image 9: The second & final in the series of these Christmas card kits & this one depicts a
boy almost struggling to carry a whole bunch of wrapped gifts. I thought carefully when I
created this series so that the designs would work equally as well as card toppers,
particularly since I already uploaded both of the backgrounds papers that I created when
designing them.
Image 10: The ‘official’ bonus sheet for this morning is this bunch of Christmas card toppers,
though as has become my habit I do have a bundle of stuff ready to post directly to the site
this morning. Anyhow..... I was trying to work out how to create a 3D image on a 2D surface
because I wanted to create some snow globes, but the deeper I aimed for the more
distorted the image became so in the end I settled for this depth, but I am still quite pleased
with the result!

Rita x

